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Who doesn’t know tossing coins? In 9 Coins, your players will be able to flip 
many golden coins and try their luck� 

In 9 Coins the devil is in the detail! The game conceals a variety of original 
Bonus symbols such as the newest inventive Cash Infinity™� These symbols 
may land randomly in the base game and stick to the reels until triggering 
the Hold the Jackpot game� Cash Infinity™ symbols give prizes ranging from 
5x-10x player’s bet and might be won in the Bonus Game! What’s more, during 
the entire gripping Bonus Game, all players may grab Collector, Mystery or 
Jackpot symbols� The game just rocks! 

        

Game Title:

Game type:

Game features: Cash Infinity™, Hold the Jackpot, 
Gamble Feature, Buy Feature

Reels:

RTP:

Volatility:

Min bet:

Max win:

Unique Wazdan Features:

Supported Platform:

Languages:

Supported OS:

Markets:

9 Coins

Slot Games   

96�15%

Volatility Levels™ (Low, Standard, High)

0�1 EUR
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500x bet

Game ID: 411
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Currencies: All currencies & cryptocurrencies
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Landing at least 3 Bonus symbols of any type on the middle row opens Hold the Jackpot Bonus Game� All Bonus symbols stick to the reels at the beginning of the Bonus Game 
in which 3 Re-Spins are granted�  During the Bonus Game, the Cash Infinity™ symbols give prizes ranging from 5x-10x player’s bet� The Cash symbols award prizes ranging 
from 1x-5x their bet� Mini, Minor and Major Jackpot symbols award corresponding Jackpots and players may capture multiple Jackpots of the same type� Collector symbol 

accumulates all values from Cash and Cash Infinity™ symbols and multiplies them randomly by 1x-9x, whereas the Mystery symbol transforms into any other Bonus symbol 
apart from Cash Infinity™� Jackpot Mystery symbol changes into Mini, Minor or Major Jackpot symbols� Players may enjoy the Bonus Game until finishing all Re-Spins or filling 
all reels with Bonus symbols� The Bonus Game ends and the prize is paid for the sum of Bonus symbols values, including Jackpots� Filling in 9 reels with Bonus symbols grants 

players with Grand Jackpot, the maximum prize in the game, which amounts to 500x their bet�

Hold the Jackpot
The Bonus Game filled with Bonus symbols to grab
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Bonus Symbols
Drawing 3 Bonus symbols of any type on the middle row of the reels activates 
the Hold the Jackpot Bonus Game� In the base game, there are no regular symbols 
thus prizes may be only won in the Bonus Game� 

Cash Infinity™ Symbol
Cash Infinity™ symbols may randomly appear in the base game and stick to the reels until 
the Hold the Jackpot Game is activated� They award players with prizes ranging from 5x-10x 
their bet, and they can only be won in the Bonus Game� Drawing Cash Infinity™ symbols on the 
middle row of the reels, increases the chances of entering the Hold the Jackpot Bonus Game� 
Sticky Cash Infinity™ symbols are locked on the reels while others are spun�

Cash Symbol
Cash symbols award players with prizes ranging from 1x-5x their bet� 
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Jackpot Symbols
Mini, Minor and Major Jackpot symbols may appear during the Bonus Game and award 
players with corresponding Jackpots� Multiple Jackpots of the same type might be won 
during the Bonus Game� 

Mystery Symbol
Mystery Symbol can transform into any other Bonus symbol, apart from Cash Infinity™ symbols� 

Collector Symbol
Collector symbol accumulates all values from Cash and Cash Infinity™ symbols and multiplies 
them randomly by 1x-9x� 
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Jackpot Mystery Symbol
Jackpot Mystery symbol can only transform info Mini, Minor and Major Jackpot symbols� 
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our Unique Gamble 
Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!

Buy Feature
Not a big fan of waiting for your favorite bonuses to appear? 
With our Buy Feature they will happen at your wish!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Big Screen Mode 
Enjoy the bigger picture with larger reels view that fills the 
entire screen!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/en/unique-wazdan-features
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://drop.wazdan.com/
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Let your players discover the newest 
Cash Infinity™ symbols in 9 Coins


